OUR PHILOSOPHY

In the best interest of Students CPIPS emphasizes individual growth for students
to become confident global citizens by providing advanced, safe, healthy and
a caring learning environment, so that students will feel as though they are in
their second home because of our dedication to them as a family.

OUR VISION

It is our goal to ensure CPIPS students learn to:
●
Think and act on their own.
●
Manage their own affairs.
●
Determine right from wrong, and act thoughtfully.
●
Appreciate friendship and be considerate.
●
Understand the importance of certain rules and try to
observe through interactions.

CPIPS believes that for the sound development of Students, not only memorizing textbook information is important, but also moral, emotional and physical
cultivation are important. Therefore we provide holistic education covering
areas satisfying global demands, individual development
needs and academic learning requirements.
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HOLISTIC LEARNING APPROACH

MORAL EDUCATION

When surrounded by diversified values, one may encounter a situation where it is difficult to judge good from
bad. In order to have each child enable to make right
judgment by looking into one’s self, CPIPS encourages
Students to form appropriate living habits and to have
good morals through experiences such as interaction
with friends and adults. CPIPS also focuses on ensuring
environment where students feel loved by others so
that in turn they are gentle to friends and others.
Self-control is another important aspect CPIPS asserts.

DIETARY EDUCATION

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Preserving nature and living an Eco-friendly life are
our great responsibilities for a sustainable future.
CPIPS offers programmes such as
nature/outdoor activities; experience of
transforming what we assume to be obsolete
into something useful; or activities involving
parents to further encourage students to be
considerate of surrounding nature and protect CPIPS
COMPREHENSIVE
the environment, while having fun.

CURRICULUM

CPIPS thinks highly of learning English at an early age as one of
the basic skills in the era of globalization, in addition to fulfilling
academic learning requirements in the area such as literacy,
math, knowledge and understanding. In this regard, CPIPS also
adopts for its kindergarten students the ‘International Early
Years Curriculum’ which coincides with our sensibilities as it is
based on ■ Enquiry ■ Adaptability ■ Resilience ■ Morality
■ Communication ■ Thoughtfulness ■ Cooperation ■ Respect
which is taught by native English teachers.

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW

Through various hands-on activities such as cooking,
gardening, dining and studying from books,
Students will acquire important dietary knowledge,
behaviour and manner that are indispensable for
healthy living and a social life.
At CPIPS, a variety of hot and fresh lunches with
handmade snacks are served daily for all ages.
Recipes for age-appropriate, nutritious and
delicious meals are taken directly from the
Nutrition-book developed by expert in childcare
facilities in Japan.

For younger ones, emphasis will be put on play-based activities,
also instructed by native English teachers, where Students
can become familiar with English through songs, picture
books, and playing while having fun. CPIPS also uses the
Playtime books which reflect the world of pre-school
children and provide a natural context in which to present language using characters they can identify with.
For all ages, physical activities such as swimming, gymnastics and outdoor activities are implemented for the
development of motor skills and sound growth. Throughout the curricula, CPIPS cultivates Student's capacity and
potential through stimulating five senses, and fosters rich
humanity and consideration. Several conventional events and
customs of the world will be incorporated to provide Students
chances to have an experience and deepen respect for traditions and
culture all over the world.

CPIPS UNIQUE ADVANTAGES:
Live web-cam images
are accessible via
Internet by registered
parents to see how their
children are doing at
CPIPS through a simple
App installation on their
phone.

Nurse on location any
time during school hours.
Includes daily
temperature checks at
drop off time to ensure
diseases are caught at
the door and dealt with
in a proactive way.
Annual dental &
physical examinations
by designated doctors
to all Students to check
status of child’s overall
health & development,
and results will be
reported to parents.

Vegetable Garden for
students to have
hands-on experiences
with nature.
And exposure to
environment awareness
and protection at a
tender age.
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State-of-the-art kitchen
equipped with high
temperature sterilizers for
dishes, industry standard
gas stoves, deep freezers
& Japanese standards of
Hygiene to provide
calorie-counted
delicious meals.

Drive-in drop off area to
make sure children are
dropped off inside the
school premises away
from the chaos of the
main road.

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW

Japanese standards of
safety & security:
Double-door security
entrance, children’s
emergency slide, safety
gaps in doors to avoid
finger accidents, high
door handles & more.

Transparent
Communication through
Communication books
that go between parents
& teachers on a daily
basis or when necessary.
And easily accessible
teachers & Principal.

